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( )a. Harry doesn’t believe that I ever flunked anyone.
    b. That I ever flunked anyone, Harry doesn’t believe.
    c. Harry doesn’t believe that anyone did I ever flunk.
    d. Harry doesn’t believe that ever did anyone flunk.
    e. *That anyone did I ever flunk, Harry doesn’t believe.
    f. *That ever did anyone flunk, Harry doesn’t believe.
    g. *Nobody believes that anyone did he ever flunk.

Conclusion: stand alone ANYONE in neg-fronted position is ONLY possible if it had negative which is sucked upstairs by NEG Raising.

( )a. That I ever flunked her was not proven.
    b. That I ever flunked her was impossible to prove/too silly to even try to prove.

Why is this ok, final 2/1-quace downstairs/2/1 upstairs when e.g.:

( )a. Herb didn’t mention to me that he ever flunked her.
    b. *Herb didn’t mention it to me that he ever flunked her.
    2/final 3
    c. *Herb didn’t give it much thought that I ever flunked her.
    d. *That I ever flunked her was not given much thought.

( )a. *(Your) ever meeting her didn’t interest Geoff.
    b. *Geoff was not interested by (your) ever meeting her.
    c. Geoff was not interested in ever meeting her.
    d. *Ever meeting her, Geoff was not interested in.

IN C MAYBE 2/FINAL 5 (BUT THEN SHOULD BE ISLAND AN ISN’T: ok How long are you interested in staying there/standing on your head.
This would suggest it should be 9, as with capable, but there is no possible subject raising analysis…what analysis could make complement a 9. Other adj which work the same include concern, does complement of capable topicalize, rendering raising story a crock???

Living in texas, I am no longer capable of ………. (*ever) Living in texas I am not capable of

But note:

That, I am not capable of ………….indicates a non-raising analysis.

Same then for interested in:

That, I am not interested in.

CONTRAST
I DON’T ANTICIPATE (EVER) GOING THERE.  
How long do you anticipate staying in Brownsville.  
*Doing that, I don’t anticipate.  
That, I don’t anticipate.  

*Calling Fred was anticipated by Margo.  
That was anticipated by Margo.  

Howard didn’t discuss (ever) criticizing Noah.  
(*Ever) Criticizing Noah was not discussed by Howard.  

Herb didn’t discuss saying squat = anything.  
Saying squat wasn’t discussed /= anything.  

How long are you (*not) capable of (*ever) standing on your head  

*I am not afraid of (*ever) seeing her.  

*How long are you afraid of staying there.  

( )a.  something/nothing/everything/what is the matter with Louise.  
b.  What did they prove to be the matter with her.  
c.  What did they say/*regret that Bob proved to be the matter with her  
d.  *What did he go home without proving to be the matter with her  
e.  *What did they praise everyone who proved to be the matter with her  
f.  Mike proved to have happened/*to be the matter with her  something really serious.  

Mike told me that Joan would, he thought/*thinks, marry Otto.  
Mike insisted to me that Joan would, he was(n’t) sure, marry Otto.  
Mike insisted to me that Joan be, I was shocked, arrested  
Try to prove, Joe ordered, that you are, Joe ordered, not, Joe ordered, a werewolf, Joe ordered.  

Mike asked me whether Joan would, *I thought/?did(n’t) I think, marry Otto.  
Mike asked me who Joan would, did(*n’t)/*do I think, marry?  
It surprised me what a young man she could, *I heard, marry.  

I’ll/*X=I be damned if I’ll give anything/*nothing/*zero/*zilch/*zip/*zippo/squat/jack-shit to that bitch.  

I’ll be damned if *X /=I’ll  
Joe said he*X /=he would be damned if he’d give anything  
Jack and Jill said they would be damned  
We’ll be damned if we
I'll be damned, said Jack, if I'll do that.

P-gap Stuff

() It was Herman who1 they were constantly comparing t1 to famous carvings of pg1

( ) *It was Herman who1 they were constantly comparing t1 to relatives of pg1
( ) It was Herman who1 they compared t1 to a carving of pg1
( )a. a relative of his/*him
   b1  a carving of his
   b2  a carving of him

It was Herman who1 they compared t1 to a carving of pg1
   a. a relative of his/*him
   b1  a carving of his
   b2  a carving of him

(a. ?Who did you discuss a relative of?

b. *(on b1 reading) Who did you discuss a carving of

c. ok (on b2 reading) Who did you discuss a carving of?

( )a, It was Herman who everyone who was a relative of pg1 hated t1.
   b. It was Herman who everyone who had a carving of pg1 hated t1

John can do whatever everyone who proposes pg pleases t

John can do whatever everyone who proposes it pleases t

John can do whatever everyone who proposes (it) wants

John can do whatever he pleases while

*I am waiting something to dry.

I am waiting for something to dry.

What I am waiting to dry is my underwear.

*What I am waiting for to dry is my u.

*something was being waited to dry

the guy who I am waiting to show up is Morris.

She is impossible to wait to show up.

That is impossible to wait to dry.

*That S/Those facts/That, nothing was proved by.

Joe, carvings of whom I adore,
*Joe, carvings of whose I adore (see ok carvings of Joe(‘s)

I adore carvings of *someone’s/*everyone’s/*a girl’s.
What do you resent he figured out/*figured t1?

What they asked me whether he
*figured/*supposed/*thought/*held/okbelieved/oksaid/okproved/okassumed.

*Who said that peaches John gave to whom?
*Who said that on Thursday john gave peaches to whom?
She is the woman that1 they hired t1 without proving that even under the most ideal conditions pg1 could do the job.

That leaves you/*it.
*It is you that that leaves.
*You, who that leaves,
*You, I guess that leaves.

Which one of you did they resent that Marsha was in love with?
*Which one of you did they resent that the one most likely to win was?
Which one of you did they think the one most likely to win was?
What I am sure that they resent that he said was the matter with her is...

Who did Joe talk about to Louise and Bob talk about to Sandra (*friends of)?

*Who did you buy carvings of by Ed?
**Who did you buy carvings by Ed of?
*Of whom did you buy carvings by Ed?
*Joan bought carvings of herself by Ed.
*Joan bought carvings by Ed of herself/(ok Mary).

OK and sell the apple he did.
Ok and sell the apple he did to Mike.
*and sell the apple he did Mike.

It was Jim that only he1/only his1 mother/only he1 and Barbara said you liked t1.

okIt was some other guy1 who only his1 mother said you loved.
*only he1
*only Jane and he

The robots placed tubes/wires inside each other/themselves/each other’s motors.
The robots said Mike placed tubes inside ?each other/*themselves /each other’s motors.
The robot repaired nothing but itself.
The robot reported that you repaired nothing but it/*itself.
Mike reported that you treated no one but him(self).

Let me (re)point out that 2 + 2 is four.
*The bottle refilled with water.
Mike refilled the bottle with water.
He refaxed the info.
*He refaxed Sally.
He resaid that/*recoaked.
He rebought the house/*the argument.
Reanswer the question/*Lucille.
He rejoined the socialist party.
We reincluded him in the group.
*The group reincluded him.

Tony rebought (*her) the yacht.
*Tony rebought my idea/proposal.

NB  *Tony rebought the argument

He resold Mike on that idea.
*He resold Mike the yacht.

*I rewrote/*rephoned him (that S).
He reaccused me.
He accused me back.
*I reaccused him back.

Ed retold the story (to Mary)
*Ed retold Mary the story.

Resupply them with arms.
*Resupply them arms.
Resupply arms to those rebels.

*Reship them their computers.
Reship the computers to them.

The defective machine(s) let hot oil splatter on themselves/each other/itself

Ed reached/left/fled Detroit.

Detroit was never reached/*left/*fled by Ed.
but:  *the reaching /*leaving/*fleeing/of Detroit

Marsha quit the police/the FBI/the Catholic Workers Party.
*The police were quit by Marsha.

Candy promotes tooth decay.
*the promotion/promoting of tooth decay by candy

The moon went unreached/remains unreached

These facts permit/allow/force/make us resign.

We are *permitted/*allowed/?forced/*made to resign by these facts.

Single object 3s

call, fax, ooze, drip, write, envy, answer, strike, phone,, wire, suround, fill, find, saw witness, leave, star, put on (It is Mike who they are putting on).

Nominalizations with particles seem not to allow preposed genitive.

The looking up of the answer/Bob’s number

*Bob’s number’s looking up*

*I picked up and wound up the watch*

he must rewind the watch (*up)
he must wind up the watch

a difficult guy to duel/box/handwrestle
a diff. guy for the committee to include (only agentive reading)
*a difficult thing to want to happen
*a difficult thing to make happen/ok cause to happenb
a difficult woman to let resign/ok allow to resign
a difficult woman to resemble
ok a difficult woman to have fired/ok she will be hard to have fired
an easy color to hate
an easy color to paint your house
a difficult type of dog to own
*a difficult type of dog to have
a difficult question to answer
*a difficult person to answer
a difficult meeting for the dean/*the dean’s decision to allow to take place
a difficult letter to write
*a difficult person to write
*a hard sort of letter to get
a difficult car to sell to foreigners
*a difficult car to sell foreigners
a difficult man to consider intelligent
*a difficult man to strike as intelligent

*a difficult car to buy

*a difficult idea to buy
a difficult man to punch (??back)
a difficult island to approach/*near
*a difficult guy to stand/bear
*an easy thing to mind
a difficult kind of milk to give
a difficult argument to buy
a hard thing to say/* growl/*mutter
a hard question for Betty to answer
*a hard question for my remarks to answer
a hard thing for his remarks to bespeak/betray/reveal
hard elements for that set to contain
a hard nurse to date
a hard piece of news to hear
a hard person for the committee to include
a hard river for the Seine to join
a hard city for the train to leave
a hard thing for those facts to prove
a hard guy for the book to reach
a hard explosion for the moon to survive
an easy thing to want

(1)a. Those comments answered my question.

*The troops rereached Seattle.

Mike redressed himself/*NULL.

Mike made it with Sonia.

*Mike remade it with Sonia.

watch winding (*up)

snake eating (*up)

pizza finishing (*up)

*whiskey polishing off

The cannibal ate the missionary (up)
The cannibal ate the missionary (*up) raw

Joan didn’t talk to Bob about you but she did about me/*himself.

Joan didn’t talk to Bob about you but she did talk to him about himself.
Joan didn’t talk to Bob about you but she did about *himself/"herself

() he wrote a hard letter to be honest in
   *He wrote a hard man to be honest with

He considered a hard man to find to be/as incompetent.
*He struck a hard man to find as incompetent.

They discussed hard books to understand.
*Their discussion of hard books to understand

*He is fond of hard books to understand.
He likes hard books to understand.

*That movie starred a hard dancer to hire.

He gave a hard book to understand to his wife.

*He gave a hard book to understand a lot of thought.

They fooled a hard man to fool.
*They put a hard man to fool on.
*He punched a hard man to beat defeat back.

He provided drugs to a hard man to please.
He provided a hard man to please with drugs.

unpassivizable verbs:

box, duel, wrestle, armwrestle, fence, fight, play

*The yankees were played by the red sox.
The red sox are difficult for the yankees to play.
*Mike is hard to fence.

( )a. What a fool they tried to hire!
   b. *What a fool it was stupid to hire (see OKIt was stupid to hire such a fool).

( )a. Jerome1 loves to outsmart neighbors of his1.
   b. [Every man]1 loves to outsmart neighbors of his1.
c. [Every man]1 loves to outsmart his1 neighbors.
d. Every man1 loves to outsmart opponents/enemies/competitors/rivals of his1

e. Jerome didn’t outsmart neighbors of anyone.
f. *Jerome didn’t outsmart neighbors of anyone’s.
g. Nobody outsmarted neighbors of anyone(*’s).

( )a. Him1 winning the election seemed inevitable to Glen1.
    b. *It was Glen who1 him1 winning the election seemed inevitable to t1.
    c. His1 winning the election seemed inevitable to Glen1.
    d. It was Glen who1 his1 winning the election seemed inevitable to t1.

( )a. His1 being fired struck Jerome/every worker as unjustified.
    b. Him1 being fired struck Jerome1/*every worker1 as unjustified.
    c. His1/*Him1 being fired would strike [any worker1] as unjustified.
Jerome couldn’t contemplate the possibility of his1/him1 being killed.
If one can contemplate the possibility of one/one’s being killed
No volunteer1 could contemplate the possibility of his1/*him1 being killed.
[No volunteer1] could contemplate the possibility that he1 could be killed.

[No artist1] offered (several of) her1 (own) sketches.
*[No artist1] offered (several) sketches of hers1

Joan offered (several) sketches of hers.

From phrases are 3-quate

Hypothesis: the HIM case cannot be de se; HIS case can be either de se or de re.

Possibility: where de se is impossible, antecedence by Q-phrase is impossible.

Jerome1 claimed that himself1 Mary would never criticize t1.

*[Every manager1] claimed that himself1 Mary would never criticize.

Joe found Mary to be inferior to himself.
Every manager found Mary to be inferior to himself.

Henry considered/found/regarded/thought/ (the idea of )him/his/NULL being criticized to be illegal.

Every dictator1 considers (the idea of) *him1/his1 being criticized to be intolerable.

OK Every dictator1 considers the idea of his1 mother(‘s) being criticized to be intol.

Jim, whose refusing the award was admirable,
( ) Him/His refusing the award was admirable
*Jim, whom refusing the award was admirable,
?Jim, whom refusing the award was admirable of

whose ever book that is is weird

*Whose ever refusing the offer you are discussing is weird.
The guy whose/*whom refusing the award was admirable

BUT NOTE:

Who was contemplating the idea of whom/whose being arrested.

But:

Whose discussion of ??whom/whose being arrested was postponed?

Their account of ??him/his being arrested was postponed.

A guy whose a neighbor of kicked him1.

A guy whose a neighbor of kicked him1 in the head.

A guy whose a neighbor of gave him1 a kick in the head.

*A guy whose it seemed to him1 (that) neighbors of t1 were spying on you.
A guy whose neighbors of t1 seemed to him1 to be spying on you.
A guy whose neighbors of t1 mentioned/appealed to him to spy on you.
A guy who neighbors of never mentioned to him that they were Martians.
A guy whose struck him1 that neighbors of t1 were Martians.
A guy whose neighbors of t1 struck him1 as (being) Martians.

Joe refusing the offer is unthinkable.

*Every student refusing the offer is unthinkable.

[[No boy’s]1 mother] likes to contemplate the idea of ?him1/his1 being arrested.

*¿[What book]1 did reviewers of t1 suggest that everyone should read [that book]1.
⊂Reviewers of some book1 suggested that everyone should read [that book]1.

Who did you talk about in front of?
I talked about Mike1 in front of/near him1/*himself1.
I talked about Mike near him
  Mike1 was talked about in front of/near Sally/*him1/???himself1.
  *Speak about every boy1 in front of/near him1
  Who1 did you talk about t1 near/right in front of t1?

I discussed Mike1 *near/?in front of him1.

*Who did you discuss t1 near/in front of pg1?

I told Jane that right to her/*your face.
*I told that right to Jane’s face.
I said that right to Jane’s face.

He shouted that right in Jane’s face.

What a fool he talked about friends of/That was talked about
*What a fool he cares about friends of/*That was cared about
give a rat about

*How old a woman did they learn that from friends of
How old a woman did they teach that to friends of

How old a woman did they discuss relatives of
*How old a woman were they approached by relatives of?

What size/How big an island are we approaching the coast of
What size/How big an island are we nearing the coast of

How big a meeting did the dean allow preparations for to continue?
How big a meeting did the dean’s decision allow preparations for to continue?

*Who did that movie star friends of?

I know what company1 Marge was convinced to contact t1 by friends of
*It was Mike that I knew what company1 Marge was convinced to contact by
It was Mike that I knew what company Marge was convinced to contact by friends of

Marsha was convinced of that by Ed

It was Ed that I knew what Marsha was convinced of by

*That is hard for me to imagine her being convinced of.

Harry speaks in Turkish although Turkish leads many people to try not to speak in
*it./although Turkish leads many people
*Harry [speaks in Turkish1] although it1 leads many people not to [SPEAK IN TURKISH1]

Harry [speaks in Turkish1] although its1 difficulty leads many people not to [SPEAK IN TURKISH1]

This road takes us (=3/or 4+3) to Reno.
*We were taken to Reno by that road.

That movie starred Bette Midler/*her/okHER.

They said that movie starred Bette Midler1 but she1 denied that it did/*star her.

*The money by which Mike came
*The things across which Mike came
HAJ THESIS *The people to which she looks up
(940) 383 0224
*That mini phone book is difficult to look numbers up in.
*That mini phone book is diff. to look up numbers in.

*Which phone book did he criticize after looking those numbers up in?
*Which phone book did he criticize after looking up those numbers in?
*That axe will be hard to chop those trees down with.
?That axe will be hard to chop down those trees with.
?Which axe did he praise after chopping down those trees with?

Mike found Abe in Ken’s saloon.
10 oclock “

Ken’s saloon was impossible for Mike to find Abe in.
*Ken’s saloon was impossible for 10 oclock to find Abe in.

That saloon is hard for Marsha to buy cocaine in.
*That saloon is hard for 10 dollars to buy cocaine in.

Chomsky proved that to most linguists.
Syntactic Structures proved that to those linguists.

Most linguists were easy for Chomsky to prove that to.
*Most linguists were easy for Syntactic Structures to prove that to.

The dean permitted the meeting to take place in the auditorium.
The dean’s decision permitted the meeting to take place“
The aud. was impossible for the dean/*dean’s decision to permit the meeting to take place in.
Clyde starred in that movie in the role of Aristotle.

That movie starred Clyde in the role of Aristotle.
Aristotle would be impossible for Clyde to star in any movie in the role of.
Aristotle would be impossible for any movie to star Clyde in the role of.

The police/Hedges surrounded every house in that valley.
That valley was impossible for the police/*hedges to surround every house in.
gave little thought/no chance to that proposal though about that proposal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Ab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

why does 3 passivize?

Contrast:
give Jerome a punch

*Jerome was given a punch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That meeting was hard to give any thought to that proposal at.
*That meeting was hard to give that proposal any thought at.

That meeting was easy to punch Jerome at.

*That meeting was easy to give Jerome a punch at.

He was given/lent a hand by Louise

That meeting was impossible to applaud him at.
*That meeting was hard to give him a round of applause at.

*What meeting did they record while giving him a round of applause at?

Mike wanted that for Mary.
*Mary is impossible for Mike to want that for.

*Who did he shoot despite wanting happiness for?

*the woman they arrested everyone that wanted happiness for

The book/Gwen reached Nelson in that hotel.

That hotel was impossible for *the book/Gwen to reach Nelson in.

fit me/* I was fit by that suitl

Marshall bought that book/argument at that conference.

That conference was difficult for Marshall to buy any books/*arguments at.

*It was teenagers that they criticized every kind of condom that sold well to.

I wish/want a long life for you.
I wish/*want you a long life.

I wish a long career for you in this company.

This company is impossible for me to wish a long career for you in.
This company is impossible for me to wish you a long career in.

??That is the company that I regret that wished a long career for him in.

That show was impossible for the president to have appeared on.
*That show was impossible for the president to have appeared drunk on.

This theory fits the facts/*the facts were fit by this theory.

This kind of tank steers easily in rough terrain.
*Rough terrain is hard for this kind of tank to steer easily in.

2 → 1/3/4 is incompatible with c-extraction gap.

Buy Margo the book.

\[
\begin{array}{cc}
\text{for} & 2 \\
3 & 4+2 \\
3+3 & 4+2+3 \\
\end{array}
\]

but ok who did you buy Margo pictures of?

Who did you punch carvings of (*back)?
Long Distance Anaphora of “Jack said that himself Mary loved” type does NOT obey strong crossover:

(1)a. Jack1 said that himself1 Mary knew he1 thought she should hire t1.

Versus: P-gap case:

b. *It was Jack who1 they criticized t1 after he1 said Mary knew he1 thought she should hire pg1.

It was Henry that1 I knew [which pictures of t1]2 Sylvia liked t2 best.
*It was himself that1 I knew [which pictures of t1]2 Henry1 liked t2 best.

(1)I heard/learned that you knew Turkish from Ida. 
(2)I heard/learned from Ida that you knew Turkish.
That was learned/*heard from Ida.
(3)It was learned from them that Ida knew Turkish.
(4)*It was heard from them that Ida knew Turkish.
(5)*It was a. heard/b. learned that Ida knew Turkish from them.

Hypothesis: with hear, 2 -→ 4 obligatory….hence no passive ever.
With learn, 2→4 is optional, hence passive is possible.

QUESTION..WHY IS LEARN VARIANT OF (5) BAD. THAT IS, THERE IS AN IT PASSIVE GOING WITH POST PP COMPLEMENT, ONE WHICH IS NOT AN ISLAND, BUT NONE WITH PRE PP COMPLEMENT, ONE WHICH IS AN ISLAND.

HYPOTHEIS...COMPLEMENT WHICH IS 9+4, HENCE WHERE ONLY IT IS 4 AND UNPASSIVIZABLE, PRECEDES FROM PHRASE, WHEREAS POST FROM PHRASE IS 9+2.

*a great deal> as 3 *He gave a great deal a lot of thought vs.

*A great deal annoyed Mike.

A great deal happened.

He turned/polished/cleaned up a great deal/*He polished a great deal up.

bestfares.com
booksamillion.com
bookfinder.com
abebook.com
*figured/*supposed/*thought/*held/okbelieved/oksaid/okproved/okassumed.
That leaves you/*it.
*It is you that that leaves.
*You, who that leaves,
*You, I guess that leaves.
Ed reached/left/fled Detroit.

Detroit was never reached/*left/*fled by Ed.
but: *the reaching /*leaving/*fleeing/of Detroit

Marsha quit the police/the FBI/the Catholic Workers Party.
*The police were quit by Marsha.

Candy promotes tooth decay.
*the promotion/promoting of tooth decay by candy

a difficult guy to duel/box/handwrestle
a diff. guy for the committee to include (only agentive reading)
*a difficult thing to want to happen
*a difficult thing to make happen/ok cause to happenb
a difficult woman to let resign/ok allow to resign
a difficult woman to resemble
ok a difficult woman to have fired/ok she will be hard to have fired
an easy color to hate
an easy color to paint your house
a difficult type of dog to own
*a difficult type of dog to have
a difficult question to answer
*a difficult person to answer
a difficult meeting for the dean/*the dean’s decision to allow to take place
a difficult letter to write
*a difficult person to write
*a hard sort of letter to get
a difficult car to sell to foreigners
*a difficult car to sell foreigners
a difficult man to consider intelligent
*a difficult man to strike as intelligent

*a difficult car to buy
*a difficult idea to buy
a difficult man to punch (??back)
a difficult island to approach/*near
*a difficult guy to stand/bear
*an easy thing to mind
a difficult kind of milk to give
a difficult argument to buy
a hard thing to say/* growl/*mutter
a hard question for Betty to answer\
*a hard question for my remarks to answer
a hard thing for his remarks to bespeak/betray/reveal
hard elements for that set to contain
a hard nurse to date
a hard piece of news to hear
a hard person for the committee to include
a hard river for the Seine to join
a hard city for the train to leave
a hard thing for those facts to prove
a hard guy for the book to reach
a hard explosion for the moon to survive
an easy thing to want